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A selection of over 90 historically significant maps of Japan. The book tells the story of the encounter between the West and Japan through the gradual process of mapping the island empire.
In this catalogue (no. 5 of a series) collectors can find details of more than 3000 different antique maps of the American continent, North America and its regions and the US States. (Excluded are Canada,
Gulf of Mexico etc. and South America). The maps are listed by region and sub-region in date order, from 1512 to 1850. The prices given are the 2014 rated values, all of which are for maps in fine condition
i.e. undamaged and unrestored. This enables collectors, for the first time, to compare, at a glance, the importance of all the available maps of any region. If condition was not standardized, such comparisons
could not be made. This work also has many color illustrations. Prices of maps are continuously updated.
Collecting Antique Maps
North America in Antique Maps, 1440-1865
The Golden Atlas
Isles of Gold
Mercator's World
Antique Maps of the British Isles
Zu schön, um wahr zu sein Kalifornien als Insel, versunkene Königreiche und das irdische Paradies – diese und andere gefühlte Fakten haben Kartografen quer durch die Jahrhunderte fein säuberlich
in ihren Atlanten festgehalten. Dabei hatten manche dieser Phantome ein erstaunlich langes Leben. Nach einer im 17. Jahrhundert der Phantasie entsprungenen Insel im Golf von Mexiko etwa hat
man bis 2009 gesucht. Dann gab man sich geschlagen. Wo nahm der Irrglaube seinen Anfang? Warum wurden geografische Orte aufgezeichnet, die es gar nicht gab? Und was faszinierte die
Menschen an all den bizarren Geschichten und Gestalten? Die hier vorgestellten historischen Karten präsentieren neben mancher tatsächlichen Entdeckung von Reisenden und Forschern vor allem
Erfindungen und Irrtümer. Zusammen mit spannenden Begleittexten ergeben sie ein amüsantes Buch zum Blättern, Staunen und Wundern.
Explores geographic information available through several sources including the Internet and satellite technology, covering such topics as map basics, geographic information systems, and
geographical standards.
An Historical Atlas Composed of 225 Reproductions of Works by Contemporary Cartographers : an Aid to Research with Special Attention to the American South
Whither the Waters
An Historical Atlas Composed of 300 Reproductions of Works by Contemporary Cartographers; Issued as an Aid to Research and with an Introduction to Cartography
South America Executive
An Illustrated Guide for the Collector
Antique Maps, a Collector's Handbook

Content includes historic, antique maps of:*Images have been digitally enhanced1541 Waldseemuller Map of Scandinavia (Norbegia ^ Gottia)1579 Ortelius Map of Calais and Vermandois, France and
Vicinity1579 Ortelius Map of Portugal (Porvgalliae)1584 Ortelius Map of Crete (Candia) and 10 Greek Islands1591 De Bry and Le Moyne Map of Florida and Cuba1597 Ptolemy - Magini - Keschedt Map of
Pakistan, Iran and Afghanistan1601 De Bry and de Veer Map of Nova Zembla and the Northeast Passage1606 Hondius and Mercator Map of Mexico 1606 Mercator Hondius Map of the Arctic (First Map of the
North Pole)1606 Mercator Map of Holland (Netherlands)1630 Blaeu Map of Capitanata (Foggia), Italy1630 Hondius Map of Virginia and the Chesapeake1631 Blaeu Map of the British Isles (England,
Scotland, Ireland)1632 Tirinus Map of the Holy Land - Israel w- numerous insets 1635 Blaeu Map Guiana, Venezuela, and El Dorado 1635 Blaeu Map of New England and New York (1st depiction of
Manhattan as an Island) 1644 Jansson Map of Alsace (Basel and Strasbourg) 1650 Fuller Map of Jerusalem (Israel, Palestine, Holy Land) 1650 Jansson Map of the Ancient World 1650 Jansson Wind Rose,
Anemographic Chart, or Map of the Winds 1652 Gomboust 9 Panel Map of Paris, France (c. 1900 Taride reissue) 1652 Gomboust Map of Paris, France (c. 1900 Taride reissue) 1652 Merian Panoramic View
or Map of Rome, Italy 1652 Sanson Map of India 1656 Sanson Map of Guiana, Venezuela, and El Dorado 1657 Jansson Map of France or Gaul in Antiquity 1657 Jansson Map of Germany (Germania) 1657
Jansson Map of the Empire of Charlemagne 1657 Visscher Map of the Holy Land or the 'Earthly Paradise' 1658 Jansson Map of the Indian Ocean (Erythrean Sea) in Antiquity 1658 Visscher Map of North
America and South America 1662 Jansson and Hornius Map of the Holy Land, Israel, and Palestine 1665 Kircher Map of the World (Earliest Map of World to Show Currents) 1670 Ogilby Map of West Africa
(Gold Coast, Slave Coast, Ivory Coast) 1670 Ortelius Map of Asia (first edition) 1676 John Speed Map of Carolina 1683 Mortier Map of North America, the West Indies, and the Atlantic Ocean 1685
Bormeester Map of the World 1686 Mallet Map of Ceylon or Sri Lanka (Taprobane)1687 Sanson - Rossi Map of Asia 1688 Coronelli Globe Gore Map of NE North America, the West Indies, and NE South
America 1688 Hennepin First Book and Map of North America (first printed map to name Louisiana) 1690 Coronelli Map of Ethiopia, Abyssinia, and the Source of the Blue Nile 1690 Coronelli Map of Holland
or the Netherlands (2 sheets) 1690 Coronelli Map of Montenegro - Geographicus1690 Coronelli Map of Southern Scotland (Edinburg and Glasgow) 1691 Sanson Map of the World on Hemisphere Projection
1691 Sanson Map of the World on Hemisphere Projection 1696 Coronelli Map of the Great Lakes (Most Accurate Map of the Great Lakes in the 17th Century) 1696 Danckerts Map of Florida, the West Indies,
and the Caribbean 1696 Genroku 9(early Edo) Japanese Map of Kyoto, Japan 1696 Zahn Map of the World in Two Hemispheres 1697 Pufendorf View of Krakow (Cracow), Poland 1698 de Bruijin View of
Bethlehem, Palestine(Israel, Holy Land) 1698 de Bruijin View of Rama, Israel (Palestine, Holy Land) 1698 Louis Hennepin Map of North America 1700 Cellarius Map of Asia, Europe and Africa according to
Strabo 1702 Visscher Stoopendaal Map of Israel, Palestine or the Holy Land 1704 Gemelli Map of the Aztec Migration from Aztlan to Chapultapec 1706 de la Feuille Map of Asia 1706 De La Feuille Map of
Europe 1706 de la Feuille Map of Italy 1706 de La Feuille Map of the World on Hemisphere Projection 1707 Homann and Doppelmayr Map of the Moon 1708 De L'Isle Map of North America (Covens and
Mortier ed.) 1710 De La Feuille Map of Africa 1710 De La Feuille Map of the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg 1710 De La Feuille Map of Transylvania ^ Moldova etc...
'Stunning...divine' Stephen Fry ‘A fabulous book, good enough to eat with a spoon! Marvellous’ John Lloyd, creator of QI ‘Perfect for the armchair adventurer historian, this is a rich visual exploration of some
of the most beautiful charts ever created’ National Geographic 'Introduces us to a whole different way of looking at maps. Great illustrations, most engaging - the author is just a mine of information' Simon
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Mayo's Books of the Year The Golden Atlas is a spectacular visual history of exploration and cartography, a treasure chest of adventures from the chronicles of global discovery, illustrated with a selection of
the most beautiful maps ever created. The book reveals how the world came to be known, featuring a magnificent gallery of exceptionally rare hand-coloured antique maps, paintings and engravings, many of
which can only be found in the author's collection. Arranged chronologically, the reader is taken on a breathtaking expedition through Ancient Babylonian geography and Marco Polo's journey to the Mongol
Khan on to buccaneers ransacking the Caribbean and the voyages of seafarers such as Captain Cook and fearless African pathfinders. Their stories are told in an engaging and compelling style, bringing vividly
to life a motley collection of heroic explorers, treasure-hunters and death-dealing villains - all of them accompanied by eye-grabbing illustrations from rare maps, charts and manuscripts. The Golden Atlas
takes you back to a world of darkness and peril, placing you on storm-lashed ships, frozen wastelands and the shores of hostile territories to see how the lines were drawn to form the shape of the modern world.
The author's previous book, The Phantom Atlas, was a critically acclaimed international bestseller, described by Jonathan Ross as 'a spectacular, enjoyable and eye-opening read' and this new book is sure to
follow suit.
An Illustrated Encyclopedia
Antique Maps for the Collector
North America in antique maps, 1520-1865
Antique Maps (1500-1700's)
Geographic Information
Antique Map Reproductions
This sepia tone antique style old world map notebook is perfect to write down your daily thoughts or memories from your favorite travel adventures from
the past or present! The cover features a hot air balloon, an old ship, a steam locomotive train, and a steam engine car scattered over North and South
America with a compass rose at the bottom.The 6x9 size makes it a good portable size to carry while traveling or exploring. This would be a great gift
for people who love to go traveling or are fans of historical antique maps! Or for people who like to write and appreciate the aesthetics of old world
cartography.
A STUNNINGLY ILLUSTRATED BOOK REVEALING THE GREATEST MYTHS, LIES AND BLUNDERS ON MAPS 'Highly recommended' - Andrew Marr 'A spectacular, enjoyable and
eye-opening read' - Jonathan Ross The Phantom Atlas is an atlas of the world not as it ever existed, but as it was thought to be. These marvellous and
mysterious phantoms - non-existent islands, invented mountain ranges, mythical civilisations and other fictitious geography - were all at various times
presented as facts on maps and atlases. This book is a collection of striking antique maps that display the most erroneous cartography, with each
illustration accompanied by the story behind it. Exploration, map-making and mythology are all brought together to create a colourful tapestry of
monsters, heroes and volcanoes; swindlers, mirages and murderers. Sometimes the stories are almost impossible to believe, and remarkably, some of the
errors were still on display in maps published in the 21st century. Throughout much of the 19th century more than 40 different mapmakers included the
Mountains of Kong, a huge range of peaks stretching across the entire continent of Africa, in their maps - but it was only in 1889 when Louis Gustave
Binger revealed the whole thing to be a fake. For centuries, explorers who headed to Patagonia returned with tales of the giants they had met who lived
there, some nine feet tall. Then there was Gregor MacGregor, a Scottish explorer who returned to London to sell shares in a land he had discovered in
South America. He had been appointed the Cazique of Poyais, and bestowed with many honours by the local king of this unspoiled paradise. Now he was
offering others the chance to join him and make their fortune there, too - once they had paid him a bargain fee for their passage... The Phantom Atlas
is a beautifully produced volume, packed with stunning maps and drawingsof places and people that never existed. The remarkable stories behind them all
are brilliantly told by Edward Brooke-Hitching in a book that will appeal to cartophiles everywhere.
Antique Maps and Their Cartographers
Journal
Historical Maps of North America
Encyclopedic Literature and Hemispheric Studies
Morgan’s Raid Across Ohio: The Civil War Guidebook of the John Hunt Morgan Heritage Trail
David Rumsey Historical Map Collection
Featuring more than 100 beautifully crafted antique maps and charts, previously available only to researchers, this engrossing volume celebrates the art of cartography.
Chronologically arranged form the early 1600s to the turn of the 19th century. Extended captions put each map in context and provide fascinating insights into American history,
including details about early New York, Boston, and Pennsylvania, and about military engagements of the Revolutionary and Civil Wars. “Provides insight into the historic pageant
that is the evolution North America....All levels/collections.”—Choice.
The historical map collection has over 25,000 maps and images online. The collection focuses on rare 18th and 19th century North American and South American maps and other
cartographic materials. Historic maps of the World, Europe, Asia, and Africa are also represented. Popular collection categories include antique atlas, globe, school geography,
maritime chart, state, county, city, pocket, wall & case, children's, and manuscript maps. Search examples are United States map, Geology maps, California map, Afghanistan
map, America map, New York City map, Chicago map, and U.S. Civil War maps.
The Map Thief
an historical atlas composed of 225 reproductions of works by contemporary cartographers
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Miniature Antique Maps
A Directory of Publishers & Distributors of Antique Map, Atlas & Globe Facsimiles & Reproductions
Antique Maps of Japan
Antique Map Price Guide No. 5

Bernardo de Miera y Pacheco (1713–1785) is remembered today not only as colonial New Mexico’s preeminent religious artist, but also as the cartographer who drew some of the most
important early maps of the American West. His “Plano Geographico” of the Colorado Plateau and Great Basin, revised by his hand in 1778, influenced other mapmakers for almost a century.
This book places the man and the map in historical context, reminding readers of the enduring significance of Miera y Pacheco. Later Spanish cartographers, as well as Baron Alexander von
Humboldt, Captain Zebulon Montgomery Pike, and Henry Schenck Tanner, projected or expanded upon the Santa Fe cartographer’s imagery. By so doing, they perpetuated Miera y
Pacheco’s most notable hydrographic misinterpretations. Not until almost seventy years after Miera did John Charles Frémont take the field and see for himself whither the waters ran and
whither they didn’t.
With rare maps, prints, and photographs, this unique volume explores the dramatic history of the Americas through the birth and development of the hemisphere's great cities. Written by
award-winning author David F. Marley, Historic Cities of the Americas covers the hard-to-find information of these cities' earliest years, including the unique aspects of each region's economy
and demography, such as the growth of local mining, trade, or industry. The chronological layout, aided by the numerous maps and photographs, reveals the exceptional changes, relocations,
destruction, and transformations these cities endured to become the metropolises they are today. Historic Cities of the Americas provides over 70 extensively detailed entries covering the
foundation and evolution of the most significant urban areas in the western hemisphere. Critically researched, this work offers a rare look into the times prior to Christopher Columbus' arrival in
1492 and explores the common difficulties overcome by these European-conquered or -founded cities as they flourished into some of the most influential locations in the world. Over 70 richly
detailed entries on the most colorful, important cities of the New World, from Quebec City, Boston, and San Francisco in the Northern Hemisphere, to Buenos Aires, Cuzco, and Bahia in the
Southern Four geographical sections (the Caribbean, Mexico and Central America, North America, and South America), enabling the reader to easily locate information Hundreds of rare,
historically significant antique maps, prints, and photographs, enhancing both the value and appearance of the book A very extensive bibliography, providing users with easy access to many
hard-to-find materials
The Map Collector
Printed Maps of America, from 1512 To 1850
Die gr
ten Irrtümer und Lügen auf Landkarten
Antique Maps
Antique Map Price Record & Handbook for ...
Historic Image Collection
With rare maps, prints, and photographs, this unique volume explores the dramatic history of the Americas through the birth and development
of the hemisphere's great cities. * Over 70 richly detailed entries on the most colorful, important cities of the New World, from Quebec
City, Boston, and San Francisco in the Northern Hemisphere, to Buenos Aires, Cuzco, and Bahia in the Southern * Four geographical sections
(the Caribbean, Mexico and Central America, North America, and South America), enabling the reader to easily locate information * Hundreds of
rare, historically significant antique maps, prints, and photographs, enhancing both the value and appearance of the book * A very extensive
bibliography, providing users with easy access to many hard-to-find materials
From July 13-26, 1863, Confederate Brigadier General John Hunt Morgan led a daring group of more than 2,000 men across Southern Ohio. His
mission: to distract and divert as many Union troops as possible from the action in Middle Tennessee and East Tennessee. Union troops under
the command of Major General Ambrose Burnside gave chase. Although they were ultimately successful, ending Morgan's raid was a much harder
job than anyone anticipated. With the John Hunt Morgan Heritage Trail, you too can follow Morgan's route through southern and eastern Ohio.
Fifty-six interpretive signs covering 557 miles through nineteen counties tell the story of the raid's successful beginnings, the battle with
Union forces at Buffington Island, Morgan's desperate escapes, and finally his capture.
America Unbound
An Introduction to the History of Cartography
Antique Maps, Sea Charts, City Views, Celestial Charts & Battle Plans
The Phantom Atlas
Mapping the Great Basin from Bernardo de Miera to John C. Frémont
The Gripping Story of an Esteemed Rare-Map Dealer Who Made Millions Stealing Priceless Maps
This original contribution to hemispheric American literary studies comprises readings of three important novels from Mexico, Canada, and the United States: Carlos Fuentes’s Terra Nostra,
Quebecois writer Jacques Poulin’s Volkswagen Blues, and Native American writer Leslie Marmon Silko’s Almanac of the Dead. The encyclopedic novel has particular generic characteristics
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that serve these writers as a vehicle for the reincorporation of hemispheric histories. Starting with an examination of Moby-Dick as precursor, Barrenechea shows how this narrative genre
allows Fuentes, Poulin, and Silko to reflect the interconnected world of today, as well as to dramatize indigenous and colonial values in their narratives. His close attention to written
documents, visual representations, and oral traditions in these encyclopedic novels sheds light on their comparative cultural relations and the New World from pole to pole. This study amplifies
the scope of “America” across cultures and languages, time and tradition.
The story of an infamous crime, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture that consumed him Maps have long exerted a special fascination on viewers—both
as beautiful works of art and as practical tools to navigate the world. But to those who collect them, the map trade can be a cutthroat business, inhabited by quirky and sometimes disreputable
characters in search of a finite number of extremely rare objects. Once considered a respectable antiquarian map dealer, E. Forbes Smiley spent years doubling as a map thief —until he was
finally arrested slipping maps out of books in the Yale University library. The Map Thief delves into the untold history of this fascinating high-stakes criminal and the inside story of the industry
that consumed him. Acclaimed reporter Michael Blanding has interviewed all the key players in this stranger-than-fiction story, and shares the fascinating histories of maps that charted the
New World, and how they went from being practical instruments to quirky heirlooms to highly coveted objects. Though pieces of the map theft story have been written before, Blanding is the
first reporter to explore the story in full—and had the rare privilege of having access to Smiley himself after he’d gone silent in the wake of his crimes. Moreover, although Smiley swears he has
admitted to all of the maps he stole, libraries claim he stole hundreds more—and offer intriguing clues to prove it. Now, through a series of exclusive interviews with Smiley and other key
individuals, Blanding teases out an astonishing tale of destruction and redemption. The Map Thief interweaves Smiley’s escapades with the stories of the explorers and mapmakers he knew
better than anyone. Tracking a series of thefts as brazen as the art heists in Provenance and a subculture as obsessive as the oenophiles in The Billionaire’s Vinegar, Blanding has pieced
together an unforgettable story of high-stakes crime.
The Greatest Explorations, Quests and Discoveries on Maps
Historic Cities of the Americas
Antique Maps and Views Relating to Various Parts of North and South America
Maps of NORTH America
The Magazine of Maps, Atlases, Globes, and Charts
Atlas der erfundenen Orte
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